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Abstract: We study the problem of how to compute the boolean abstraction of the solution set of1

a linear equation system over the positive reals. We call a linear equation system φ exact for the2

boolean abstraction if the abstract interpretation of φ over the structure of booleans is equal to the3

boolean abstraction of the solution set of φ over the positive reals. Abstract interpretation over4

the booleans is thus complete for the boolean abstraction when restricted to exact linear equation5

systems, while it is not complete more generally. We present a new rewriting algorithm that makes6

linear equation systems exact for the boolean abstraction while preserving the solutions over the7

positive reals. The rewriting algorithm is based on the elementary modes of the linear equation8

system. The computation of the elementary modes may require exponential time in the worst9

case, but is often feasible in practice with freely available tools. For exact linear equation systems10

we can compute the boolean abstraction by finite domain constraint programming. This yields a11

solution of the initial problem that is often feasible in practice. Our exact rewriting algorithm has12

two further applications. First, it can be used to compute the sign abstraction of linear equation13

systems over the reals, as needed for analysing function programs with linear arithmetics. And14

second it can be applied to compute the difference abstraction of a linear equation system as used15

in change prediction algorithms for flux networks in systems biology.16

Keywords: Linear equation systems; abstract interpretation; program analysis; systems biology.17

1. Introduction18

We develop approaches to remedy the incompleteness of abstract interpretation19

[1] of linear equation systems over the reals, in the algebra of booleans B = {0, 1} and20

the structure of signs S = {−1, 0, 1}. These abstractions have various applications: In21

systems biology, the boolean abstraction underlies abstractions of chemical reactions22

networks into Boolean networks [2,3]. In program analysis, the sign abstraction can be23

applied to functional programs with arithmetics, for analysing the signs of the possible24

values of floating-point variables [4,5].25

The soundness of abstract interpretations of first-order logic formulas without
negation was shown by John [6–8]. It applies to the interpretation in any concrete
structure S, as long as it is connected by a homomorphism h : S → ∆ to the abstract
structure ∆. The concrete interpretation of a first-order formula φ is the set of concrete
solutions solS(φ) and its abstract interpretation is the set of its abstract solutions sol∆(φ).
John’s soundness theorem states that the set of abstract solutions of overapproximates
the abstraction by h of the set of concrete solutions:

h ◦ solS(φ) ⊆ sol∆(φ)

When choosing the operators in Σbool = {+, ∗, 0, 1}, the class of negation-free first-order26

formulas with operators in Σbool extends on the classes of linear and polynomial equa-27

tion systems. In this article, we consider the boolean abstraction which is the unique28

homomorphism hB : R+ → B, and the sign abstraction which is the unique homomor-29

phism hS : R→ S with respect to the operators in Σbool . The boolean abstraction maps30

any strictly positive real to 1 and 0 to 0. The sign abstraction extends on the boolean31
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abstraction while mapping all strictly negative reals to −1. We note that the structure of32

signs S is not an algebra since the sum of a positive and a negative number may have33

any sign.34

Problematics35

A natural question is whether abstract interpretation is complete [9] for the ab-
straction of formulas induced by a homomorphisms h : S → ∆, i.e, whether for all
negation-free first-order formulas φ with the same operators:

h ◦ solS(φ) = sol∆(φ)

We call a formula φ h-exact if it satisfies this property. A counter example against the36

completeness of abstraction interpretation for the boolean and the sign abstraction is37

the linear equation φ0 equal to x + y ◦= x + z. Here we write ◦= for the equality symbol38

inside the logic, in order to point out its difference from equality in the language of39

mathematics. Formula φ0 is neither hB-exact nor hS-exact. This can be seen as follows.40

Over the reals φ0 is equivalent to y ◦= z, so that all assignments τ that are abstractions41

of concrete solutions of φ0 must satisfy τ(y) = τ(z). When interpreted abstractly over42

B or S, however, φ0 admits the abstract solution τ = [x/1, y/1, z/0] which is not the43

abstraction of any concrete solution since τ(y) 6= τ(z).44

In order to deal with the incompleteness of abstract interpretation, we propose to45

study the following two questions for homomorphism h : S→ ∆ where h is either the46

boolean abstraction hB or the sign abstraction hS.47

Exact Rewriting Can we rewrite linear equation systems to h-exact formulas?48

Computing Abstractions Can we can compute the abstraction h ◦ solS(φ) exactly for a49

given system of homogeneous linear equations φ?50

Geometrically speaking, the concrete solution sets solR+(φ) and solR(φ) of homogeneous51

linear equation systems φ are polytopes – i.e. finite intersections of half spaces in Rfv(φ).52

The problem of computing boolean abstractions or sign abstraction is thus to compute53

the h∆ abstraction of a polytope given by a linear equation system.54

For any h-exact formula φ, the computation of abstractions h ◦ solS(φ) is equivalent55

to the computation of sol∆(φ). Since the abstract structure ∆ is finite for the boolean and56

sign abstraction, we can compute the set of abstract solutions in at most exponential57

time by a naive generate and test algorithm. Finite domain constraint programming58

[10] can by used to avoid the naive generation of all variable assignments to ∆ in many59

practical cases. Therefore, any algorithm for exact rewriting induces an algorithm for60

computing abstractions that may be feasible in practice.61

Contributions62

Our main result is the first algorithm for exact rewriting that applies to linear63

equation systems for the Boolean abstraction. Based on this algorithm, we present a64

novel algorithm for computing the sign abstraction of linear equation systems.65

Exact Rewriting for the Boolean Abstraction. In the first step, we study exact rewriting of66

(homogeneous) linear equation systems for boolean abstraction. The counter example φ0,67

for instance, can be rewritten to hB-exact formula y ◦= z. The idea is to take the system of68

all linear consequences over R+ of the linear equation system. There may be infinitely69

many such consequences, but all of them are linear combinations of the extreme rays70

of the cone solR+(φ0). Up to normalization, there are only finitely many extreme rays,71

which are known as the elementary modes of the linear equation system [11–14]. These72

can be computed by libraries from computational geometry [15] in at most exponential73

time. Nevertheless, the computation is often well-behaved in practice.74

Based on the elementary modes (Theorem ??), we can rewrite any (homogeneous)75

linear equation system into quasi-positive and strongly-triangular linear equation system76
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that is equivalent over R+ (Corollary 21), that can be computed in at most exponential77

time. As we will prove, such systems are always hB-exact (Theorem 3). Hence, any78

system of linear equations can be converted in at most exponential time to some R+-79

equivalent hB-exact formula.80

Note that hB-exact formulas may still not be S-exact. A counter example is the81

strongly-triangular quasi-positive linear system u + v ◦= x ∧ u + v ◦= y. It is not hS-exact,82

since it entails x ◦
= y over R but still has the abstract solution [u/1, v/−1, x/1, y/−1]83

over S which maps x and y to distinct signs. Indeed, we don’t have any idea of how to84

do exact rewriting for the sign abstraction. The problem is that positivity is essential85

for our approach. And since the addition of positive and negative numbers may have86

any sign, S fails to be an algebra, making the analogous argument as in the proof of87

B-exactness fail.88

Extension to hB-Mixed Systems. In the second step, we introduce hB-mixed systems, which89

by Theorem 4 generalize on systems of 1. linear equations, 2. positive polynomial90

equations p ◦
= 0, and 3. positive polynomial inequations p 6 ◦= 0, where p is a positive91

polynomial without constant term. We then show our main result:92

Theorem 5 [Main]. Any hB-mixed systems can be converted to a hB-exact formula by93

converting its linear subsystem to an hB-exact formula.94

The correctness of the algorithm for hB-mixed systems relies on the notion of hB-95

invariant formulas that we introduce. The class of hB-invariant formulas subsume96

systems of positive polynomial equations p ◦
= 0 and inequations p 6 ◦= 0, where p is a97

positive polynomials without constant terms.98

Computing Sign Abstractions. In the third step, we present an algorithm for computing the99

sign abstraction of (homogeneous) systems of linear equations based on exact rewriting100

for the boolean abstraction (Theorem 6). For this, we decompose the sign abstraction101

into the boolean abstraction based on a function that is definable in first-order logic. This102

function decomposes real numbers into their positive part x and negative part y. At least103

one of these two parts must be zero, which can be expressed by the polynomial equation104

x ∗ y ◦
= 0. The positivity of x can be expressed by ∃z.x ◦

= z ∗ z and the positivity of y105

in analogy. In this way, we can reduce the problem of computing hS ◦ solR(φ) to the106

problem of computing hB ◦ solR+(φ′) for some existentially quantified hB-mixed system107

φ′ that we can make hB-exact based on our main Theorem 5.108

Application to Program Analysis. We show how to apply the computation of the sign109

abstraction of linear equation systems in order to improve the analysis of functional110

programs with arithmetics. For finding program errors there it can be useful to know111

about the possible signs of the values of program variables. We elaborate an example in112

the final Section 10.113

Implementation. We implemented the hB-exact rewriting algorithm for hB-mixed systems114

from the main Theorem 5 in Python. For this we used a library from computational115

geometry [15] for computing elementary modes. We also used finite domain constraint116

programming with Minizinc [16] for computing the set of boolean solutions over logical117

formulas. Some successful experiments are mentioned in the related work subsection118

below. We did not yet implemented the algorithm for computing sign abstractions, nor119

its application to program analysis though.120

Related Work121

We start with related work by the authors and then move to related work by others.122

Change Prediction of Reaction Networks. Our main Theorem 5 was recently applied to the123

change prediction of reaction networks in systems biology [6]. Indeed, the development124

of the present article was originally motivated by this application. The problem there is to125

compute the difference abstraction of linear equation systems, expressing the steady state126
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semantics of chemical reaction networks. Two difference abstractions were considered,127

h∆3 : R2
+ → {

a
,
`

,≈} and a refinement thereof h∆6 : R2
+ → {↑, ↓,∼,⇑,⇓,≈}. In128

analogy to the approach adopted for computing sign abstractions (step three above), the129

algorithmic approach presented there is to decompose the difference abstractions h∆3130

and h∆6 into the boolean abstraction hB and functions that are definable in first-order131

logic. The elaboration of this approach, however, is quite different for reflecting the132

nature of the difference abstractions.133

Experimentation. We tested our implementation of the exact rewriting algorithm for the134

boolean abstraction successfully for computing difference abstractions in the application135

of change prediction in systems biology. The experimental results are presented in [6] are136

generally encouraging. They show that hB-exact rewriting based on elementary modes137

in combination with finite domain constraint programming may indeed avoid naive138

generate and test in many practical examples. In some of these examples, however, the139

overall computation time still took some hours.140

Abstracting Reaction Networks to Boolean Networks. Independently, the authors proposed an141

abstraction of chemical reaction networks to boolean networks in [17], whose precision142

can be improved by using the hB-exact rewriting of hB-mixed equation systems.143

Alternative Algorithm for Computing Sign Abstractions. An alternative algorithm for com-144

puting the sign abstraction of linear equation systems (and thus also the boolean ab-145

straction) can be obtained by John’s overapproximation theorem [6]. It shows that it146

is sufficient to generate the finitely many abstract solutions in τ ∈ solS(φ) and then to147

check for each of them whether there exists a concrete solution σ such that τ = hS ◦ σ. In148

order to perform this latter test, note that h∆(x) ◦= 1 is equivalent to the strict inequation149

x > 0 and hS(x) ◦= 0 by the equation x ◦
= 0. Similarly, hS(x) ◦= −1 can be defined150

by the strict inequation x < 0. Whether there exists a concrete solution σ ∈ solR(φ)151

such τ = h ◦ σ is thus equivalent to the satisfiability of φ ∧∧x∈fv(φ) hS(x) ◦= τ(x) over152

R, where fv(φ) is the set of free variables of φ. The satisfiability of systems of strict153

linear inequations and homogeneous linear equations without constant terms over R154

are known to be decidable since at least 1926 [18]. But still one has to generate the set155

of all abstract solutions solS(φ). The new algorithm presented above avoids generating156

this set.157

Abstract Program Interpretation over Numerical Domains. In abstract interpretation [19],158

non relational domains permit to approximate the set of values of program variables159

while ignoring the relationship to the values of others. Well-known non-relational160

numerical domains include the interval domain [20] describing invariants of the form161 ∧m
i=1 xi ∈ [ri, r′i ] with reals ri ≤ r′i and the constant propagation domain for invariants of162

the form
∧m

i=1 xi
◦
= ri [21].163

Abstract interpretation of relational domains may yield better approximations164

that with non relational domains, since relationships between the values of different165

variables can be taken into account. Well-known relational numerical domains include166

the polyhedral domain [4]. A polyhedron is the solution set of systems of inhomogeneous167

linear inequations of the form n1x1 + . . . + nmxm ≤ r. Alternatively, the linear equality168

domain [22] was considered. These are defined by system of inhomogeneous linear169

equations n1x1 + . . . + nmxn
◦
= r.170

In the present paper, we study the problem of computing the sign abstraction of171

polytopes represented by homogeneous linear equation systems. The polytopes can be172

obtained by existing methods for the abstract program interpretation over the polyhedral173

domain. One weakness of our approach is that we study the homogeneous case only, so174

that we can only abstract polytope and not more general polyhedrons.175

Outline176

In Section 2 we recall preliminaries on homomorphisms between Σ-structures. In177

Section 3 the first-order logic is recalled. John’s theorem and its relation to the soundness178
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and completeness of abstract interpretation in the classical framework are discussed in179

Section 4. We discuss how to make linear equation system quasi-positive and strongly180

triangular based on elementary modes in Section 5. These properties can be used to181

prove hB-exactness as we show in Section 6, and thus to obtain an hB-exact rewriting of182

linear equation systems. We introduce the notion of hB-invariance in Section 7 and apply183

it in Section 8 to lift the hB-exact rewriting algorithm from linear to hB-mixed systems.184

This allows us to define the sign abstraction of linear equation systems on Section 9. We185

finally apply this result in Section 10 to the sign analysis of functional programs with186

arithmetic.187

2. Homomorphisms on Σ-Structures188

We need some basic notation from set theory and standard notion of universal189

algebra such as Σ-algebras, Σ-structures and homomorphism.190

For any set A and n ∈ N, the set of n-tuples of elements in A is denoted by An.191

For finite sets A the number of elements of A is denoted by |A|. Furthermore, for any192

function f : A→ B we define the function f 2 : A2 → B2 such that f 2(a, a′) = ( f (a), f (a′)193

for all a, a′ ∈ A.194

2.1. Σ-Algebras195

We next recall the notion of Σ-algebras. Let Σ = ∪n≥0F(n) ]C be a ranked signature.196

We call the elements of f ∈ F(n) are called n-ary function symbols, even though we may197

also use them as n + 1-ary relation symbols later on when moving to Σ-structures. The198

elements in c ∈ C are called the constants of Σ.199

Definition 1. A Σ-algebra S = (dom(S), .S) consists of a set dom(S) and an interpretation .S200

such that cS ∈ dom(S) for all c ∈ C, and f S : dom(S)n → dom(S) for all f ∈ F(n).201

Let B = {0, 1} be the set of booleans, N the set of natural numbers including 0, Z202

the set of integers, R the set of real numbers, and R+ the set of positive real numbers203

including 0. Note that B ⊆ N ⊆ R+ ⊆ R and N ⊆ Z ⊆ R. Let the addition on the204

reals be the binary function +R : R2 → R and the multiplication the binary function205

∗R : R2 → R. Let the addition on the positive real numbers +R+ : R2
+ → R+ be equal206

to the restriction +R
|R+×R+

and the multiplication ∗R+ : R2
+ → R+ be the restriction207

∗R|R+×R+
.208

Let Σbool = {+, ∗} ∪ {0, 1} be the set of boolean operators where + and ∗ are binary209

function symbols and 0 and 1 constants. Note that constant 0 is freely overloaded with210

the boolean 0 and the constant 1 with the boolean 1.211

Example 2. The set of positive realsR+ can be turned into a Σbool-algebra, in which the functions212

symbols are interpreted as binary functions +R+ and ∗R+ . The constants are interpreted by213

themselves 0R+ = 0 and 1R+ = 1.214

Example 3. The set of Booleans B = {0, 1} ⊆ R+ equally defines a Σbool-algebra. There,215

the function symbols are interpreted as a disjunction +B = ∨B and conjunction ∗B = ∧B on216

Booleans. The constants are interpreted by themselves 0B = 0 and 1B = 1.217

2.2. Σ-Structures218

We next recall the usual generalization of Σ-algebras to Σ-structures. The objective219

is to generalize from functions to relations. For this, we consider n-ary function symbols220

as n+1-ary relation symbols.221

Definition 4. A Σ-structure ∆ = (dom(∆), .∆) consists of a set dom(∆) and an interpretation222

.∆ such that c∆ ∈ dom(∆) for all c ∈ C and f ∆ ⊆ dom(∆)n+1 for all f ∈ F(n).223
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d d′ d +S d′ d ∗S d′ d −S d′ d /S d′

−1 1 {−1, 0, 1} {−1} {−1} {−1}
−1 0 {−1} {0} {−1} ∅
−1 −1 {−1} {1} {−1, 0, 1} {1}

d d′ d +S d′ d ∗S d′ d −S d′ d /S d′

0 1 {1} {0} {−1} {0}
0 0 {0} {0} {0} ∅
0 −1 {−1} {0} {1} {0}

d d′ d +S d′ d ∗S d′ d −S d′ d /S d′

1 1 {1} {1} {−1, 0, 1} {1}
1 0 {1} {0} {1} ∅
1 −1 {−1, 0, 1} {−1} {1} {−1}

Figure 1. Evaluation in the Σarith-structure of signs S.

Clearly, any Σ-algebra is also a Σ-structure. Note also that symbols in F(0) are224

interpreted as monadic relations, i.e., as subsets of the domain, in contrast to constants225

in C that are interpreted as elements of the domain.226

We denote the subtraction on the reals by the binary function −R : R2 → R and the227

division on the reals by the ternary relation /R ⊆ R2 ×R. Note that division by zero is228

undefined. Note also that subtraction on R+ would yield only a partial function.229

Let Σarith = {+, ∗,−, /} ∪ {0, 1} be the arithmetic signature, where 0 and 1 are230

constants, and all other operators are binary function symbols. Again, we freely overlead231

to constant 0 with real number 0 and the constant 1 with the real number 1.232

Example 5. The set of reals R can be turned into a Σarith-structure, with the interpretation233

of the binary functions symbols as the ternary relations +R, ∗R, −R, /R. The constants are234

interpreted by themselves 0R = 0 and 1R = 1. Note that /R is a partial but not a total function,235

since division by 0 is not defined. So we must see /R as a ternary relation, so that R is not a236

Σarith-algebra. It still is a Σbool-algebra though.237

Example 6. The set of signs {−1, 0, 1} ⊆ R can be turned into a Σarith-structure S =238

({−1, 0, 1}, .S) with the interpretation +S, −S, ∗S and, /S given in Fig. 1. The constants239

are interpreted by themselves 0S = 0 and 1S = 1. Note that all +S contains (−1, 1,−1),240

(−1, 1, 1) and (−1, 1, 0) meaning that the sum of a strictly negative and a strictly positive real241

has a sign in −1 +S 1, so it may either be strictly positive, strictly negative, or zero. So S is a242

Σarith-structure and even when restricting the signature to Σbool it remains a Σbool-structure243

that is not a Σbool-algebra.244

2.3. Homomorphisms245

We recall the standard notion of homomorphism for Σ-structures which can also be246

applied to Σ-algebras.247

Definition 7. A homomorphism between two Σ-structures S and ∆ is a function h : dom(S)→248

dom(∆) such that for c ∈ C, n ∈ N, f ∈ F(n), and s1, . . . , sn+1 ∈ dom(S):249

1. h(cS) = c∆, and250

2. if (s1, . . . , sn+1) ∈ f S then (h(s1), . . . , h(sn+1)) ∈ f ∆.251

We can convert any n + 1-ary relation to a n-ary set valued functions. In this252

way any n-function is converted to a n-ary set valued n-functions. In other words,253

functions of type Dn → D are converted to functions of type Dn → 2D where D =254

dom(∆). In set-valued notation, the second condition on homomorphism can then be255
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JcKσ,S = {cS}
JxKσ,S = {σ(x)}
J f (e1, . . . , en)Kσ,S = ∪{ f S(s1 . . . , sn) | si ∈ JeiKσ,S for 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

Figure 2. Set-valued interpretation of expressions JeKσ,S ⊆ dom(S).

rewritten equivalently as h( f S(s1, . . . , sn)) ⊆ f ∆(h(s1), . . . , h(sn)). A homomorphism256

for Σ-algebras thus satisfies h(cS) = c∆ and for all function symbols f ∈ F(n) and257

s1, . . . , sn ∈ dom(S) it satisfies h( f S(s1, . . . , sn)) = f ∆(h(s1), . . . , h(sn)).258

The boolean abstraction is the function hB : R+ → B with hB(0) = 0 and hB(r) = 1259

if r > 0.260

Lemma 8. The boolean abstraction hB is a homomorphism between Σbool-algebras.261

Proof For all r, r′ ∈ R+ we have:

hB(r +R+ r′) = 1 ⇔ r +R+ r′ 6= 0 ⇔ r 6= 0∨ r′ 6= 0 ⇔ hB(r) = 1∨ hB(r′) = 1
hB(r ∗R+ r′) = 1 ⇔ r ∗R+ r′ 6= 0 ⇔ r 6= 0∧ r′ 6= 0 ⇔ hB(r) = 1∧ hB(r′) = 1

Hence hB(r +R+ r′) = hB(r) +B hB(r′) and hB(r ∗R+ r′) = hB(r) ∗B hB(r′). Finally, for262

both constants c ∈ C we have that hB(cR+) = hB(c) = c = cB.263

The sign abstraction is the function hS : R→ S with hS(0) = 0, hS(r) = −1 for all264

strictly negative reals r < 0 and hS(r) = 1 for all strictly positive reals r > 0.265

Lemma 9. The sign abstraction hS is a homomorphism between Σarith-structures.266

Proof Let r, r′ ∈ R. For the multiplication we have hS(r ∗R r′) = hS(r) ∗R hS(r′) and267

thus hS(r ∗R r′) ∈ {hS(r) ∗R hS(r′)} = hS(r) ∗S hS(r′). For the addition, we have to268

distinguish cases. If r and r′ have the same sign, so r +R r′ has the same sign, so that269

we have hS(r +R r′) ∈ hS(r) +S hS(r′). If r > 0 and r′ < 0 or vice versa then we have270

hS(r) +S hS(r′) = S so that hS(r +R r′) ∈ S = hS(r) +S hS(r′). The treatment of −S and271

/S is similar. For the constants we have hS(0R) = 0S and hS(1R) = 1S.272

3. First-Order Logic273

We recall the syntax and semantics of first-order logic with equality. For this, we fix274

a countably infinite set of variables V that will be ranged over by x, y, z.275

3.1. Expressions276

Given a ranked signature with constants and function symbols Σ = C ∪⋃n≥0 F(n),277

the set of Σ-expressions contains all terms that can be constructed from constants and278

variables by using function symbols:279

e1, . . . , en ∈ EΣ ::= x | c | f (e1, . . . , en) where c ∈ C, n ≥ 0, f ∈ F(n), x ∈ V280

Let fv(e) be the set of all variables that occur in e. Given a subset V ⊆ V let EΣ(V) be the281

subset of expression e ∈ EΣ with fv(e) ⊆ V.282

The semantics of Σ-expressions is defined in Fig. 2. For any Σ-structure S and283

variable assignment σ : V → dom(S), any expression e ∈ EΣ(V) denotes a set of values284

JeKσ,S ⊆ dom(S). This set is defined recursively by set-valued interpretation of the285

operators of the expressions in the structure S. If S is a Σ-algebra, then the result will286

always be a singleton.287

3.2. Logic Formulas288

The set of first-order formulas is the set of terms constructed with the usual first-289

order connectives from equations with symbols in Σ and variables in V :290
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Je ◦= e′Kσ,S =

{
1 if JeKσ,S ∩ Je′Kσ,S 6= ∅
0 else

Jφ ∧ φ′Kσ,S = JφKσ,S ∧B Jφ′Kσ,S

J¬φKσ,S = ¬B(JφKσ,S) J∃x.φKσ,S =


1 if exists s ∈ dom(S).

JφKσ[x/s],S = 1
0 else

Figure 3. Interpretation of formulas φ ∈ FΣ(V) as truth values JφKσ,S ∈ B over a Σ-structure S
given a variable assignment σ : V → dom(S).

φ ∈ FΣ ::= e ◦= e′ | ∃x.φ | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ where e, e′ ∈ EΣ and x ∈ V291

A Σ-formula φ ∈ FΣ is a term, which either is a Σ-equation e ◦= e′ with variables292

in V , an existentially quantified formula ∃x.φ, a conjunction φ ∧ φ′, or a negation ¬φ.293

A system of Σ-equations is a conjunction of equations e1
◦
= e′1 ∧ . . . ∧ en

◦
= e′n where294

e1, e′1, . . . , en, e′n ∈ EΣ.295

The set of free variables fv(φ) contains all those variables of φ that occur outside296

the scope of any existential quantifier in φ. Given a subset V ⊆ V we write FΣ(V) for297

the subset of formulas φ ∈ FΣ such that fv(φ) ⊆ V.298

First-order formulas can be defined for providing the missing logical operators.299

First, we can define disjunctions φ ∨ φ′ =def ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬φ′) and implications φ→ φ′ =def300

¬φ ∨ φ′, and second universally quantified formulas ∀x.φ =def ¬∃x.¬φ. Note that these301

formulas are not negation-free (and thus John’s theorem cannot be applied to them).302

Third, we define the valid formula true =def ∃x.x ◦= x. Fourth, we write
∧n

i=1 φi instead303

of φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn. In the case n = 0 the conjunction is true. Fourth, for any vector of304

variables y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Vn we will write ∃y.φ instead of ∃y1 . . . ∃yn.φ.305

For any V ⊆ V , the semantics of first-order formulas φ ∈ FΣ(V) for a Σ-structure S306

and a variable assignment σ : V → dom(S) is the truth value JφKσ,S ∈ B defined in Fig. 3.307

Note that the equality symbol ◦= is interpreted as nondisjointness, i.e., an equation e ◦= e′308

is true if and only if JeKσ,S ∩ Je′Kσ,S 6= ∅. In the case of Σ-algebras, the equality symbol ◦=309

is indeed interpreted as equality of singletons. In the case of more general Σ-structures,310

though, it is not interpreted as set equality.311

The set of solutions with domain V of a formula φ ∈ FΣ(V) over a Σ-algebra S is:

solS
V(φ)={σ : V → dom(S) | JφKσ,S = 1}

If V = fv(φ) we omit the index V, i.e., solS(φ) = solS
V(φ).312

Two formulas φ, φ′ ∈ FΣ are called S-equivalent if they have the same solution sets313

over S on V = fv(φ) ∪ fv(φ′), that is solS
V(φ) = solS

V(φ
′). Note that y ◦= y is equivalent to314

z ◦= z and also to true, i.e., to ∃x.x ◦= x.315

3.3. Examples316

Since B ⊆ R+ we can define the boolean abstraction by a formula y ◦
= hB(x) in

FΣbool
over R+ with two variables x, y ∈ V :

(x ◦= 0∧ y ◦= 0) ∨ (¬x ◦= 0∧ y ◦= 1)

Since S ⊆ R we can define the sign abstraction by a formula y ◦
= hS(x) in FΣbool

over R with two variables x, y ∈ V :

(x ◦= 0∧ y ◦= 0) ∨ (x > 0∧ y ◦= 1) ∨ (x < 0∧ y + 1 ◦= 0)
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where:
x ≥ 0 =def ∃z. x ◦= z ∗ z
x > 0 =def x ≥ 0∧ ¬(x ◦= 0)
x < 0 =def ¬x ≥ 0

These definitions illustrate that both abstraction are closely related to strict inequations317

x > 0 and x < 0. The boolean abstraction is concerned with strict positivity x > 0 while318

the sign abstraction is also concerned with strict negativity x < 0.319

3.4. Semantic Properties of Free and Bound Variables320

We will need the following two standard lemmas on the rôle of free and bound321

variables for the solution sets of logic formulas. For any subset of variable assignments R322

of type V′ → dom(S) and any disjoint sets of variables V ∩V′ = ∅ we define extS
V(R) =323

{σ ∪ σ′ | σ : V → dom(S), σ′ ∈ R}.324

Lemma 10 Cylindrification. If V ∩ fv(φ) = ∅ then solS
V∪fv(φ)(φ) = extS

V(solS(φ)).325

Proof We can show that JeKσ,S = JeKσ|fv(e),S for all expressions e ∈ EΣ with fv(e) disjoint326

to V and any variable assignment σ : fv(e) ∪V → dom(S) by induction on the structure327

of expressions. From this we can prove for all formulas φ ∈ FΣ such that fv(φ) is disjoint328

from V and σ : fv(φ)∪V → dom(S) that JφKσ,S = JφKσ|fv(φ),S by induction on the structure329

of Σ-formulas. This implies the lemma.330

The projection πa( f ) of a function f : A→ B is its restriction f|A\{a}. The projection331

of a set F of functions f : A→ B is πa(F) = {πa( f ) | f ∈ F}.332

Lemma 11 Quantification is projection. solS(∃x. φ) = πx(solS(φ)).333

Proof This is follows from the semantics of existential quantified formulas as follows:

solS(∃x. φ) = {σ|fv(φ)\{x} | σ ∈ solS(φ)} = πx(solS(φ))

334

4. Abstract Interpretation335

We recall the notion of Σ-abstractions and use them for abstracting set of concrete336

solutions of logic formulas within the usual framework of abstract interpretation. Due337

to John’s theorem, this abstraction of logic formulas can be soundly approximated by338

abstract interpretation over target structure of the Σ-abstraction. We then argue that the339

notion of soundness shown by John’s theorem [8] does indeed coincide with the notion of340

soundness abstract interpretation in the classical framework of Cousot & Cousot [1]. We341

then introduce the notion of exactness of a logic formula with respect to a Σ-abstraction342

and relate it to the completeness of abstract interpretation.343

4.1. John’s Overapproximation for Σ-Abstractions344

The notion of Σ-abstraction from [6] generalizes at the same time over the boolean345

abstraction and the sign abstraction.346

Definition 12. A Σ-abstraction is a homomorphism h : S→ ∆ between Σ-structures such that347

dom(∆) ⊆ dom(S).348

The boolean abstraction hB is a Σbool-abstraction by Lemma 8. The sign abstraction349

hS is a Σbool-abstraction by Lemma 9.350
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Let h : S → ∆ be a Σ-abstraction and V ⊆ V . For any subset of assignments R of
type V → dom(S) we define the abstraction:

h ◦ R = {h ◦ σ : V → dom(∆) | σ ∈ R}

Theorem 1 John’s Overapproximation [6–8]. For any Σ-abstraction h : S → ∆ between
Σ-structures and any negation-free Σ-formula φ ∈ FΣ:

h ◦ solS(φ) ⊆ sol∆(φ)

John’s theorem states that the abstraction with respect to h of the concrete solution351

set of a first-order formula can be overapproximated by abstract interpretation of the352

formula in the target structure of h.353

We only give a brief sketch of the full proof which can be found in [6]. Let V = fv(φ)354

and σ : V → dom(S). For any expression e ∈ EΣ(V) we can show h(JeKσ,S) = JeKh◦σ,∆ by355

induction on the structure of e. It then follows for any negation-free formula φ ∈ FΣ(V)356

that JφKσ,S ≤ JφKh◦σ,∆. This is equivalent to that {h ◦ σ | σ ∈ solS
V(φ)} ⊆ sol∆

V(φ) and357

thus h ◦ solS
V(φ) ⊆ sol∆

V(φ). Since V = fv(φ) it follows that h ◦ solS(φ) ⊆ sol∆(φ) as358

required.359

4.2. Exactness of Σ-Formulas for Σ-Abstractions360

As a new contribution, we introduce the notion of exactness of first-order formulas361

with respect to a Σ-abstraction.362

Definition 13 h-Exactness. Let h : S→ ∆ be a Σ-abstraction and φ ∈ FΣ(V) a formula. We363

call φ h-exact with respect to V if h ◦ solS
V(φ) = sol∆

V(φ). We call φ h-exact if φ is h-exact364

with respect to fv(φ).365

For instance, the linear equation system φ equal to x + y ◦= x + z is neither hB-exact366

nor hS-exact. However it is equivalent to y ◦= z which is both hB-exact and hS-exact. To367

see this note that τ = [x/1, y/1, z/0] belongs to solB(φ) but not to hB ◦ solR+(φ) since368

τ(y) 6= τ(z). The same assignment also belongs to solS(φ) but not to hS ◦ solR(φ) since369

τ(y) 6= τ(z).370

4.3. Soundness and Completeness of Abstract Interpretation371

John’s theorem is related to the soundness of abstract interpretation and the notion372

of exactness to its completeness. In order to state the precise relationship, we need to373

embed our setting into the classical framework of abstract interpretation [1,9].374

When considering formulas as programs, the usual framework of abstract interpre-
tation of programs applies to the interpretation of the formulas (programs) in the target
structure of the Σ-abstraction. More formally, we fix a finite subset of variables V ⊆ V
and consider the subset of formulas as programs:

P = {φ ∈ FΣ(V) | φ is negation-free}

The semantics of a program φ ∈ P over a given Σ-structure S is the set of its solutions
over S:

JφK = solS(φ)

The range of the semantics mapping is the space of concrete values C = 2{σ|σ:V→dom(S)}.
Note that (C,⊆,∩,∪) is a complete lattice. An abstract interpretation of a program
φ ∈ P maps φ to the set of its solutions over ∆:

JφK] = sol∆(φ)
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The range of the abstract interpretation is the abstract domain A = 2{τ|τ:V→dom(∆)}.
Clearly, (A,⊆,∩,∪) is also a complete lattice. We define the abstraction function αh :
C → A of our Galois connection such that for subsets of concrete assignments R ⊆ C:

αh(R) = h ◦ R

Definition 14 Cousot & Cousot [1], Giacobazzi, Ranzato & Scozzari [9]. An abstract375

interpretation J.K] : P → A is sound for an abstraction α : C → A with respect to the program376

semantics J.K : P → C if for all programs φ ∈ P it holds that α(JφK) ⊆ JφK]. It is complete if377

all programs φ ∈ P satisfy α(JφK) = JφK].378

John’s theorem states that the abstract interpretation αh of negation free-formulas379

φ ∈ P over ∆ is sound for the abstraction of solS(φ) with respect to the Σ-abstraction380

h : S → ∆. Furthermore, if all formulas of P are h-exact then abstract interpretation381

over ∆ is complete for abstraction αh. As illustrated above abstract interpretation over B382

fails to be complete for the abstraction αhB , and similarly, abstract interpretation over383

S fails to be complete for the abstraction αhS . Note that the completeness of abstract384

interpretations has been largely studied in the context of program analysis (see e.g.385

Section 8 of [9] for an overview).386

In the present article, we study the problem of exact rewriting for hB. The question387

is how to rewrite a Σbool-formula into a hB-exact formula that is R+-equivalent. Note388

that exact rewriting of linear equation system for hB is a different problem than to decide389

whether abstract interpretation is complete for αhB on linear equation systems. Still, both390

notions are closely related: exact rewriting can help to improve the precision of abstract391

interpretation just in the case where it is not already complete, i.e., maximally precise.392

Otherwise, exact rewriting is trivial.393

In the case of the sign abstraction, we do not have any algorithmic idea of how to394

do exact rewriting for linear equation systems. Therefore, we study the easier problem395

of exact rewriting for the boolean abstraction of linear equation systems in the first place.396

Given an hB-exact formula φ, we can compute the abstraction hB ◦ solR+(φ) = solB(φ)397

by finite domain constraints programming. We then use exact rewriting for the boolean398

abstraction to compute sign abstractions of linear equation systems hS ◦ solR(φ), rather399

than relying on exact rewriting for the sign abstraction itself. For this we use first-order400

definitions beside of finite domain constraint programming.401

4.4. Galois Connection402

We finally introduce the concretization operation that corresponds to the abstraction403

of the solution set of a logic formula with respect to a Σ-abstraction, and show that the404

pair of abstraction and concretization forms a Galois connection.405

Given a Σ-abstraction h : S → ∆, and a set R of variable assignments to dom(∆),
we define the left-decomposition of R with respect to h as the following set of variable
assignments to dom(S):

h ◦−R =def {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R}

So let αh : C → A be the abstraction induced by Σ-abstraction h. We define the cor-
responding concretization function γh : A → C such that for all abstract assignments
R ⊆ A:

γh(R) = h ◦−R =def {σ ∈ C | h ◦ σ ∈ R}

Lemma 15. (A, C, αh, γh) is a Galois connection, i.e. for all R ∈ C and T ∈ A:

αh(R) ⊆ T if and only if R ⊆ γh(T)
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Proof If h ◦ R ⊆ T then h ◦−h ◦ R ⊆ h ◦−T and since R ⊆ h ◦−h ◦ R we have R ⊆ h ◦−T.406

If conversely R ⊆ h ◦−T then h ◦ R ⊆ h ◦ h ◦−T and since h ◦ h ◦−T = T it follows that407

h ◦ R ⊆ T.408

5. Equation Systems, Positivity, and Triangularity409

We study systems of Σbool-equations for positivity and triangularity. These notions410

will be essential for showing B-exactness. We are not only interested in homogeneous411

linear equations but also in more general polynomial equations without constant term.412

5.1. Classes of Equation Systems413

Let e1, . . . , en ∈ EΣbool be a sequence of expressions and n ∈ N. If n 6= 0 we define
∑n

i=1 ei =def e1 + . . . + en and ∏n
i=1 ei =def e1 ∗ . . . ∗ en. For n = 0, we define ∑n

i=1 ei = 0
and ∏n

i=1 ei = 1. Furthermore, for any expression e ∈ EΣbool we define:

ne =def

n

∑
i=1

e and en =def

n

∏
i=1

e

A polynomial (with natural coefficients) is a Σbool-expression of the following form:

l

∑
j=1

nj

ij

∏
k=1

x
mj,k
j,k

where l and ij are natural numbers, x1,1, . . . , xl,il variables, all nj 6= 0 are natural numbers414

called the coefficients, and all mj,k 6= 0 are natural numbers called the exponents. The415

products ∏
ij
k=1 x

mj,k
j,k are called the monomials of the polynomial.416

Definition 16. A polynomial ∑l
j=1 nj ∏

ij
k=1 x

mj,k
j,k with natural coefficients nj 6= 0 has no417

constant term if none of its monomials is equal to 1, i.e., ij 6= 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l. It is linear if418

all its monomials are variables, i.e. ij = 1 and mj,1 = . . . = mj,ij = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l.419

A polynomial equation is a Σbool-equation p ◦= p′ between polynomials. A polynomial420

equation system is a system of polynomial equations.421

Linear polynomials have the form ∑l
j=1 njxj,1 where l and all nj 6= 0 are naturals422

and all xj,1 are variables. In particular, linear polynomials do not have a constant term.423

Note that the constant 0 is equal to the linear polynomial with l = 0. A (homogeneous)424

linear equation is a polynomial equation with linear polynomials, so without constant425

terms. A (homogeneous) linear equation system is a system of linear equations.426

A (homogeneous) integer matrix equation has the form Ay ◦
= 0 where A is a n× m

matrix of integers for some naturals m, n such that y ∈ Vm and 0 ∈ {0}n. Any integer
matrix equation can be turned into a linear equation system with natural coefficients,
by bringing the negative coefficients positively on the right-hand side. For instance, the
linear integer matrix equation:(

3 0
2 −5

)(
x
y

)
◦
=

(
0
0

)
corresponds to the following system of linear Σbool-equations:

3x ◦= 0∧ 2x ◦= 5y

Therefore, we will sometimes confuse an integer matrix equations with the correspond-427

ing system of linear Σbool-equations. Conversely any system of linear Σbool-equations428

can be converted into a integer matrix equation, by moving the positive right-hand sides429
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negatively to the left and factorizing the expressions for the different occurrences of the430

same variable.431

5.2. Positivity and Triangularity432

We next define positivity and triangularity properties for equation systems. These433

will be key properties to show B-exactness of linear equation systems.434

Definition 17. A Σbool-equation is called positive if it has the form e ◦= 0 and quasi-positive if435

it has the form e ◦= ny, where n ∈ N, y ∈ V , and e ∈ EΣbool . We call a system of Σbool-equations436

positive respectively quasi-positive if all its equations are.437

This definition makes sense, since all constants in Σbool-expressions are positive438

and all operators of Σbool-expressions preserve positivity. Note also that any positive439

equation is quasi-positive since the constant 0 is equal to the polynomial 0y.440

This above system of linear equations is quasi-positive, but not positive since 5y441

appears on a right-hand side. More generally, the linear equation system for a integer442

matrix equation Ay ◦
= 0 is positive if and only if all integers in A are positive, and443

quasi-positive, if each line of A contains at most one negative integer.444

Definition 18. We call a quasi-positive system of Σbool-equations triangular if it has the form445 ∧n
l=1 el

◦
= nlyl such that the variables yl are l-fresh for all 1 ≤ l ≤ n, i.e., yl 6∈ fv(

∧l−1
i=1 ei

◦
= e′i)446

and if nl 6= 0 then yl 6∈ fv(el). We call the quasi-positive polynomial system strongly-triangular447

if it is triangular and satisfies nl 6= 0 for all 1 ≤ l ≤ n.448

The above linear equation system is triangular, but not strongly triangular since the449

right-hand side of the first equation is 0. Consider an integer matrix equation Ay ◦
= 0. If450

A is positive and triangular, then the corresponding linear equation system is positive451

and triangular too. For being quasi-positive and strongly-triangular, the integers below452

the diagonal of A must be negative, those on the diagonal must be strictly negative, and453

those on the right of the diagonal must be positive.454

5.3. Linear Equation Systems and Elementary Modes455

We next show that elementary modes [11–14] can be used to transform systems of456

linear equations into R+-equivalent systems that are quasi-positive and strongly-triangular.457

We first recall the necessary definitions and folklore results on elementary modes458

and the double description method. We will limit the presentation to equations with in-459

teger coefficients solved in R+, since more general definitions and results for elementary460

modes in R are not needed for this paper.461

Definition 19. The support of a function σ : V → R is supp(σ) = {y ∈ V | σ(y) 6= 0}.462

Definition 20 Elementary Modes. An elementary mode of an integer matrix A ∈ Zn,m is463

a vector n ∈ Nn such that for any sequence of pairwise distinct variables y ∈ Vn the function464

σ = [y/n] is a solution in solR+(Ay ◦
= 0) such that:465

• supp(σ) is minimal, i.e. there exist no σ′ ∈ solS(φ) such that supp(σ′) ( supp(σ),466

• σ is normalized, i.e. there exist variables y, y′ in y such that σ(y) and σ(y′) are coprimes467

(their greatest common divisor is 1).468

The elementary modes of a matrix A are the extreme directions of the polyhedral469

cone solR+(Ay ◦
= 0). This implies that any solution of the linear system can be expressed470

as a weighted sum of its elementary modes, where all the weights are non negative. Due471

to normalization, the number of elementary modes is finite for all integer matrices.472
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φ0 =def

{
y1 = y2 + y3

∧ y1 = y2 + y4

(
−1 1 1 0

1 −1 0 −1

)
y1
y2
y3
y4

 ◦
=


0
0
0
0


Figure 4. :A linear equation system and the corresponding integer matrix equation.

emr(φ0) =def ∃x0.∃x1.


x0 + x1

◦
= y1

∧ x1
◦
= y2

∧ x0
◦
= y3

∧ x0
◦
= y4


1 1
0 1
1 0
1 0

( x0
x1

)
◦
=


y1
y2
y3
y4


Figure 5. The elementary mode rewriting and the corresponding matrix equation.

Theorem 2 Folklore on Elementary Modes. For any integer matrix A ∈ Zm,n one can473

compute a matrix of natural numbers E ∈ Nn,o in at most exponential time, such that the474

Σbool-formulas for Ay ◦
= 0 and ∃x.Ex ◦= y are R+-equivalent for all vectors y ∈ Vn and x ∈ V o

475

of pairwise distince variables. Furthermore, the o columns of E are the elementary modes of A.476

We note that Theorem 2 can be lifted to matrices of rational numbers Q, since477

any rational matrix equation Ax ◦
= 0 can be rewritten to a integer matrix equation478

A′x ◦= 0 with the same R+-solution set (by multiplying with the natural numbers in the479

denominators of the rational numbers). The freely available cddlib tool in the rational480

mode inputs any matrix A ∈ Qn,m, and outputs the list of (integer) elementary modes of481

A1. From this list, we can construct the matrix E for A by aligning the elementary modes482

of A as the columns of E.483

Corollary 21 Elementary Mode Rewriting. For any system of linear equations φ ∈ FΣbool
484

one can compute in at most exponential time an R+-equivalent formula emr(φ) ∈ FΣbool
that485

has the form ∃x.φ′ where φ′ is quasi-positive and strongly-triangular system of equations.486

Proof Any system of linear equations φ ∈ FΣbool
can be converted into an R+-equivalent487

integer matrix equation Ay ◦
= 0 where y is a vector that contains all variables in fv(φ)488

exactly once. Let E be a matrix of elementary modes of A from Theorem 2. The theorem489

states that Ay ◦
= 0 is R+-equivalent to ∃x.Ex ◦= y for some vector of fresh variables x. So490

let emr(φ) be ∃x.φ′ and φ′ be Ex ◦= y. Since all entries of E are positive, the variables in y491

are pairwise distinct, and the variables in x are chosen freshly, it follows that φ′ is both492

quasi-positive and strongly-triangular.493

We have implemented the elementary mode rewriting in Python based on the494

cddlib tool [? ]. An example input is the system of linear Σbool-equations φ0 given in Fig.495

4. The corresponding integer matrix equation system is given there too. The elementary496

modes of the matrix of this system are the vectors (1, 0, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 0, 0). When putting497

1 Out of the box, the interface of the cddlib tool is more general: it applies to matrix inequations over the reals, rather than to matrix equations over
the positive reals. So the cddlib tool permits to compute the normalized extreme directions of polyedral cones solR(Bx ≥ 0) for any rational matrix
inequation B over the reals. If we want to compute the elementary modes of integer matrix equations A, that is the normalized extreme directions of

polyhedral cones matrix equations over the positive reals solR+ (Ax ◦= 0), then we can chose B =

 A
−A
Id

 where Id is the identity matrix with as

many columns than A, since solR(Bx ≥ 0) = solR(Ax ≥ 0∧ Ax ≤ 0∧ x ≥ 0) = solR+ (Ax ◦= 0).
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these vectors in the columns of a new matrix, our tool returns the elementary mode498

rewriting emr(φ0) in Fig. 5.499

6. hB-Exact Rewriting of Linear Equation Systems500

Our next objective is to study the preservation of h-exactness by logical operators.501

The main difficulty of this paper is the fact that h-exactness is not preserved by conjunc-502

tion. Nevertheless, as we will show next, it is preserved by disjunction and existential503

quantification.504

In order to do so we first show that h-exactness is preserved when adding variables.505

For this we have to assume that the Σ-abstraction h is surjective, which will be the case506

of all Σ-abstractions of interest.507

Lemma 22 Variable extension preserves exactness. Let h : S→ ∆ be a Σ-abstraction that508

is surjective and φ ∈ FΣ(V) a formula. Then the h-exactness of φ implies the h-exactness of φ509

with respect to V.510

Proof This follows from that abstractions of solutions of φ can be extended arbitrarily to511

variables that do not appear freely in φ as stated by the following claim.512

Claim 23. For all σ : V → ∆: σ ∈ h ◦ solS(φ) iff σ|fv(φ) ∈ h ◦ solS(φ).513

For the one direction let σ ∈ h ◦ solS
V(φ). Then there exists σ ∈ solS

V(φ) such that514

σ = h ◦ σ. Since V ⊇ fv(φ) it follows that σ|fv(φ) ∈ solS(φ). Furthermore σ|fv(φ) =515

h ◦ σ|fv(φ) and thus σ|fv(φ) ∈ h ◦ solS(φ).516

For the other direction let σ|fv(φ)) ∈ h ◦ solS(φ). Then there exists σ ∈ solS(φ) such517

that σ|fv(φ) = h ◦ σ. For any y ∈ V \ fv(φ) let sy ∈ dom(S) be such that h(sy) = σ(y).518

Such values exists since h is surjective. Now define σ′ = σ[y/sy | y ∈ V \ fv(φ)]. Since519

V ⊇ fv(φ) it follows that σ′ ∈ solS
V(φ). Furthermore, σ = h ◦ σ′, so σ ∈ h ◦ solS

V(φ).520

For the case of disjunction, we need a basic property of unions (joins) which fails521

for intersections (meets).522

Lemma 24 Abstraction αh preserves joins. Let V be a set of variables, R1 and R2 be subsets
of assignments of type V → dom(S) and h : S→ ∆ be a Σ-abstraction. Then:

h ◦ (R1 ∪ R2) = h ◦ R1 ∪ h ◦ R2

Proof This lemma follows from the following equivalences:

τ ∈ h ◦ (R1 ∪ R2) ⇔ ∃σ.σ ∈ R1 ∪ R2 ∧ τ = h ◦ σ
⇔ ∃σ.(σ ∈ R1 ∨ σ ∈ R2) ∧ τ = h ◦ σ
⇔ ∃σ.(σ ∈ R1 ∧ τ = h ◦ σ) ∨ (σ ∈ R2 ∧ τ = h ◦ σ)
⇔ τ ∈ h ◦ R1 ∨ τ ∈ h ◦ R2
⇔ τ ∈ h ◦ R1 ∪ h ◦ R2

523

Proposition 25. The disjunction of h-exact formulas is h-exact.524

Proof Let φ1 and φ2 be negation free formulas that are h-exact. Let V = fv(φ1) ∪ fv(φ2).
Lemma 22 shows that φ1 and φ2 are also h-exact with respect to the extended variable
set V, i.e., for both i ∈ {1, 2}:

h ◦ solS
V(φi) = sol∆

V(φi)
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The h-exactness of the disjunction φ1 ∨ φ2 can now be shown as follows:

h ◦ solS(φ1 ∨ φ2) = h ◦ (solS
V(φ1) ∪ solS

V(φ2))
= h ◦ solS

V(φ1) ∪ h ◦ solS
V(φ2) by Lemma 24

= sol∆
V(φ1) ∪ sol∆

V(φ2) by h-exactness of φ1 and φ2 wrt. V
= sol∆(φ1 ∨ φ2)

525

Lemma 26 Projection commutes with abstraction. For any Σ-abstraction h : S → ∆,526

subset R of assignments of type V → S, and variable x ∈ V : h ◦ πx(R) = πx(h ◦ R).527

Proof For all σ : V → dom(S) we have h ◦ πx(σ) = h ◦ σ|V\{x} = (h ◦ σ)|V\{x} =528

πx(h ◦ σ).529

Proposition 27 Quantification preserves exactness. For any surjective Σ-abstraction h :530

S→ ∆ and formula ∃x.φ ∈ FΣ, if φ is h-exact then ∃x.φ is h-exact.531

Proof Let φ be h-exact. By definition φ is h-exact with respect to V = fv(φ). Since h is
assumed to be surjective, Lemma 22 implies that φ is h-exact with respect to V ∪ {x}
(independently of whether x occurs freely in φ or not). Hence:

h(solS(∃x.φ)) = h(πx(solS(φ))) by Lemma 11
= πx(h(solS(φ))) by Lemma 26
= πx(sol∆(φ)) since φ is h-exact
= sol∆(∃x.φ) by Lemma 11

532

We next study the h-exactness for strongly-triangular systems of Σbool-equations,533

under the condition that h is an abstraction between Σbool-algebras with unique division534

(see Definition 29).535

Lemma 28 Singleton property. If S is a Σ-algebra, e ∈ EΣ(V), and σ : V → S a variable536

assignment, then the set JeKσ,S is a singleton.537

Proof By induction on the structure of expressions e ∈ EΣ(V):538

Case of constants c ∈ C. The set JcKσ,S = {cS} is a singleton.539

Case of variables x ∈ V. The set JxKσ,S = {σ(x)} is a singleton.540

Case f (e1, . . . , en) where ei ∈ EΣ(V) and f ∈ F(n).

J f (e1, . . . , en)Kσ,S = { f S(s1, . . . , sn) | si ∈ JeiKσ,S}

This set is a singleton since JeiKσ,S are singletons by induction hypothesis, meaning that541

f S(Je1Kσ,S, . . . , JenKσ,S) is also a singleton since S is a Σ-algebra.542

A Σ-algebra is a Σ-structure with the singleton property. Let ele be the function that543

maps any singleton to the element that it contains.544

Definition 29. We say that a Σbool-structure S has unique division, if it satisfies the first-order545

formula ∀x.∃=1y. ny ◦= x for all nonzero natural numbers n ∈ N.546

Clearly, the Σbool-structures R+, B, and S have unique division. Note however,547

that S is not a Σbool-algebra, so that the following two Propositions 31 and 34 cannot be548

applied to S instead of B.549

For any element s of the domain of a Σbool-structure S with unique division and550

any nonzero natural number n ∈ N, we denote by s
n the unique element of {σ(y) | σ ∈551

solS(ny ◦= z), σ(z) = s}.552
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Lemma 30. Let φ ∈ FΣbool
be a formula and S a Σbool-algebra with unique division. For nonzero

natural number n, variable y 6∈ fv(φ), and expression e ∈ EΣ(fv(φ)):

solS(φ ∧ ny ◦= e) = {σ[y/
ele(JeKσ,S)

n
] | σ ∈ solS(φ)}

Proof We fix some σ : fv(φ) → dom(S) arbitrarily. Since S is a Σbool-algebra, JeKσ,S
553

is a singleton and fv(e) ⊆ V(φ), ele(JeKσ,S) is defined uniquely. Furthermore S has554

unique division, so that ele(JeKσ,S)
n is well defined element of dom(S). Therefore and since555

y 6∈ fv(φ), σ[y/ ele(JeKσ,S)
n ] is the unique solution of the equation ny ◦= e that extends on σ.556

First we prove the inclusion “⊇”. Let σ ∈ solS(φ), y 6∈ fv(φ), and σ[y/ ele(JeKσ,S)
n ] is a557

solution of ny ◦= e, it follows that σ[y/ ele(JeKσ,S)
n ] is a solution of φ ∧ ny ◦= e.558

Second, we prove the inverse inclusion “⊆”. Let σ ∈ solS(φ ∧ ny ◦
= e). Since559

σ[y/ ele(JeKσ,S)
n ] is the unique solution of the equation ny ◦= e that extends on σ′ = σ|fv(φ) it560

follows that σ(y) = ele(JeKσ,S)
n so that σ = σ′[y/ ele(JeKσ,S)

n ] while σ′ ∈ solS(φ).561

Proposition 31. Let φ ∈ FΣbool
(V) a formula, n 6= 0 a natural number, e ∈ EΣbool (V) an562

expression, y /∈ V, and h : S → ∆ a Σbool-abstraction between Σbool-algebras with unique563

division. Under these conditions, if φ is h-exact then φ ∧ e ◦= ny is h-exact.564

Proof Let e ∈ EΣbool (V) an expression.565

Claim 32. For any σ : V → R+: h(ele(JeKσ,S)) = ele(JeKh◦σ,∆).566

This can be seen as follows. For any σ : V → S Theorem 1 on homomorphism567

yields h(JeKσ,S) ⊆ JeKh◦σ,∆. Since S and ∆ are both Σ-algebras, the sets JeKσ,S and JeKh◦σ,∆
568

are both singletons by Lemma 28, so that h(ele(JeKσ,S)) = ele(JeKh◦σ,∆).569

Claim 33. For any s ∈ dom(S) and n 6= 0 a natural number: h( s
n ) =

h(s)
n .570

Since S is assumed to have unique division s′ = s
n is well-defined as the unique571

element of dom(S) such that s′ +S . . . +S s′︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

= s. Hence, h(s′ +S . . . +S s′︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

) = h(s) and572

since h is a homomorphism, it follows that h(s′) +∆ . . . +∆ h(s′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

= h(s). Since ∆ is573

assumed to have unique division, this implies that h(s′) = h(s)
n .574

The Proposition can now be shown based on these two claims. Let φ be h-exact,
y 6∈ V, and fv(e) ⊆ V. We have to show that φ ∧ ny ◦= e is h-exact too:

h ◦ solS(φ ∧ e ◦= ny) = h ◦ {σ[y/ ele(JeKσ,S)
n ] | σ ∈ solS(φ)} by Lemma 30

= {(h ◦ σ)[y/h( ele(JeKσ,S)
n )] | σ ∈ solS(φ)} elementary

= {σ[y/h( ele(JeKσ,S)
n )] | σ ∈ sol∆(φ)} h-exactness of φ

= {σ[y/ h(ele(JeKσ,S))
n ] | σ ∈ sol∆(φ)} by Claim 33

= {σ[y/ ele(JeKh◦σ,∆)
n ] | σ ∈ sol∆(φ)} by Claim 32

= sol∆(φ ∧ e ◦= ny) by Lemma 30

Proposition 34. Let h : S→ ∆ be a Σbool-abstraction between algebras with unique division.575

Then any strongly-triangular system of Σbool-equations is h-exact.576

Proof Any strongly-triangular system of equations has the form
∧n

i=1 ei
◦
= niyi where n577

and ni 6= 0 are naturals and yi is i-fresh for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The proof is by induction on n.578
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In the case n = 0, the conjunction is equal to true which is h-exact since h(solS(true)) =579

sol∆(true). In the case n > 0, we have by induction hypothesis that
∧i−1

j=1 ej
◦
= njyj is580

h-exact. Since ni 6= 0 it follows from Proposition 31 that that ei
◦
= niyi ∧

∧i−1
j=1 ej

◦
= njyj is581

h-exact.582

We notice that Proposition 34 remains true for triangular systems that are not583

strongly-triangular. This will follow from results that we can only present in the next584

section (Theorem 4 and Proposition 43), since they require an additional argument.585

Theorem 3 hB-Exactness. Quasi-positive strongly-triangular polynomial systems are hB-exact.586

Proof The Σbool-algebras R+ and B have unique division, so we can apply Proposition587

34 for proving the Theorem.588

We note that the analogous statement for S instead of B fails, even though S has
unique division. The problem is that S is not a Σbool-algebra. As a counter-example,
reconsider the strongly-triangular system of quasi-positive system equations:

u + v ◦= x ∧ u + v ◦= y

This system implies x ◦= y over R but accept the abstract solution [u/1, v/−1, x/1, y/−1]589

mapping x and y to distinct signs, so it is not hS-exact. Nevertheless it is hB-exact by590

Theorem 3.591

Corollary 35 hB-exact rewriting of linear equation systems. For any linear Σbool-equations592

φ the elementary mode rewriting emr(φ) ∈ FΣbool
is R+-equivalent, hB-exact, and can be593

computed in at most exponential time from φ.594

Proof The elementary modes rewriting Corollary 21 shows that any linear Σbool-equation595

system φ is R+-equivalent a formula emr(φ) of the form ∃z.φ′ such that φ′ is a quasi-596

positive strongly-triangular linear equation system. Theorem 3 shows that any quasi-597

positive strongly-triangular linear equation system is hB-exact, so is φ′. Existential598

quantification preserves hB-exactness by Proposition 27, so emr(φ) is hB-exact too.599

This hB-exact rewriting permits us to compute the boolean abstraction of any system600

of linear Σbool-equations by computing the B-solutions of the R+-equivalent hB-exact601

formula. The latter can be done by finite domain constraint programming.602

Our objective to find an algorithm for computing the sign abstraction of a system of603

linear Σbool-equations remains open. We will finally approach it in Section 9. While the604

idea is to use the hB-exact rewriting algorithm, we first need to generalize it from linear605

systems to mixed systems. This will be done in Section 8. The generalization will rely on606

the notion of hB-invariance that we discuss next in Section 7.607

7. Invariance608

A problem that we need to overcome is that conjunctions of two h-exact formulas609

may not be h-exact. The situation changes when assuming the following notion of610

h-invariance for at least one of the two formulas.611

Definition 36 Invariance. Let h : S→ ∆ be a Σ-abstraction and V ⊆ V a subset of variables.
We call a subset R of variable assignments of type V → dom(S) h-invariant iff:

∀σ, σ′ : V → dom(S). (σ ∈ R ∧ h ◦ σ = h ◦ σ′ =⇒ σ′ ∈ R).

We call a Σ-formula φ h-invariant if its solution set solS(φ) is.612

The relevance of the notion of invariance for exactness of conjunctions – that we613

will formalize in Proposition 43 – is due to the the following lemma:614
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Lemma 37. If either R1 or R2 are h-invariant then: h ◦ (R1 ∩ R2) = h ◦ R1 ∩ h ◦ R2.615

Proof The one inclusion is straightforward without invariance:

h ◦ (R1 ∩ R2) = {h ◦ σ | σ ∈ R1, σ ∈ R2}
⊆ {h ◦ σ | σ ∈ R1} ∩ {h ◦ σ | σ ∈ R2}
= h ◦ R1 ∩ h ◦ R2

For the other inclusion, we can assume without loss of generality that R1 is h-invariant.616

So let τ ∈ h ◦ R1 ∩ h ◦ R2. Then there exist σ1 ∈ R1 and σ2 ∈ R2 such that τ = h ◦ σ1 =617

h ◦ σ2. By h-invariance of R1 it follows that σ1 ∈ R2. So σ1 ∈ R1 ∩ R2, and hence,618

τ ∈ h ◦ (R1 ∩ R2).619

We can now present the algebraic characterization of h-invariance based on the620

concretization function γh of the Galois connection of h. Recall that R ⊆ h ◦−(h ◦ R) for621

all subsets of concrete variable assignments R. The inverse inclusion characterizes the622

h-invariance of R.623

Lemma 38 Algebraic characterization. Let h : S → ∆ be a Σ-abstraction. A subset R of624

concrete variable assignment V → dom(S) is h-invariant for h iff h ◦−(h ◦ R) ⊆ R.625

Proof “⇒”. Let R be h-invariant and σ ∈ h ◦−(h ◦ R). Then there exists σ′ ∈ R such that626

h ◦ σ = h ◦ σ′. The h-invariance of R thus implies that σ ∈ R.627

“⇐”. Suppose that h ◦−(h ◦ R) ⊆ R. Let σ, σ′ : V → dom(S) such that h ◦ σ = h ◦ σ′ and628

σ ∈ R. We have to show that σ′ ∈ R. From h ◦ σ = h ◦ σ′ and σ ∈ R it follows that629

σ′ ∈ h ◦−(h ◦ R) and thus σ′ ∈ R as required.630

Lemma 39 Variable extension preserves invariance. Let h be a surjective abstraction and631

R a subset of functions of type V′ → dom(S) and V a subset of variables disjoint from V′. If R632

is h-invariant then extS
V(R) is h-invariant too.633

Proof This will follow straightforwardly from the characterization of h-invariance in634

Lemma 38 and the following two claims:635

Claim 40. If h is surjective then h ◦ extS
V(R) = ext∆

V(h ◦ R).636

This follows from h ◦ extS
V(R) = {h ◦ σ | σ ∈ extS

V(R)} = ext∆
V({h ◦ σ′ | σ′ ∈ R})637

where we use the surjectivity of h in the last step.638

Claim 41. h ◦−ext∆
V(R′) = extS

V(h ◦−R′) for any subset R′ of functions of type V′ → dom(∆).639

h ◦−ext∆
V(R′) = {σ : V ∪V′ → dom(S) | h ◦ σ ∈ ext∆

V(R′)}
= {σ : V ∪V′ → dom(S) | h ◦ σ|V′ ∈ R′}
= extS

V({σ′ : V′ → dom(S) | h ◦ σ′ ∈ R′}
= extS

V(h ◦−R′)
640

Lemma 42. Let h : S → ∆ be a surjective Σ-abstraction, φ be a Σ-formula, and V ⊇ fv(φ).641

Then the h-invariance of φ implies the h-invariance of solS
V(φ).642

Proof This follows from the cylindrification Lemma 10 and that extension preserves643

h-invariance as shown in Lemma 39.644

Proposition 43 Exactness is preserved by conjunction when assuming invariance. Let645

h be a surjective Σ-abstraction. If φ1 and φ2 are h-exact Σ-formulas and φ1 or φ2 are h-invariant646

then the conjunction φ1 ∧ φ2 is h-exact.647
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Proof Let φ1 and φ2 be h-exact Σ-formulas. We assume without loss of generality that
φ1 is h-invariant. Let V = fv(φ1 ∧ φ2). Since fv(φ2) ⊆ V the set solS

V(φ2) is h-invariant
too by Lemma 42. We can now show that φ1 ∧ φ2 is h-exact as follows:

h ◦ solS(φ1 ∧ φ2) = h ◦ (solS
V(φ1) ∩ solS

V(φ2))
= h ◦ solS

V(φ1) ∩ h ◦ solS
V(φ2) by Lemma 37

= sol∆
V(φ1) ∩ sol∆

V(φ2) by h-exactness of φ1 and φ2 wrt V
= sol∆(φ1 ∧ φ2)

648

Our next objective is to show that h-invariant formulas are closed under conjunction,649

disjunction, and existential quantification. The two former closure properties rely on the650

following two algebraic properties of abstraction decomposition.651

Lemma 44 Concretization γh preserves join and meet. For any Σ-abstraction h : S→ ∆,652

any subsets of assignments of type V → dom(S) R1 and R2 and V a subset of variables:653

• h ◦−(R1 ∩ R2) = h ◦−R1 ∩ h ◦−R2.654

• h ◦−(R1 ∪ R2) = h ◦−R1 ∪ h ◦−R2.655

For general Galois connections, concretization is well-known to preserve joins but656

may not preserve meets. Still, meets are preserved for any Galois connections where the657

the concrete and abstract domains C and A are powersets as in our setting, so that joins658

are unions and meets intersections.659

Proof The case of unions follows straightforwardly from the definitions:

h ◦−(R1 ∪ R2) = {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R1 ∪ R2}
= {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R1 ∨ h ◦ σ ∈ R2}
= {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R1} ∪ {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R2}
= h ◦−R1 ∪ h ◦−R2

The case of intersection is symmetric:

h ◦−(R1 ∩ R2) = {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R1 ∩ R2}
= {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R1 ∧ h ◦ σ ∈ R2}
= {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R1} ∩ {σ | h ◦ σ ∈ R2}
= h ◦−R1 ∩ h ◦−R2

660

Lemma 45 Intersection and union preserve invariance. Let h : S→ ∆ be a Σ-abstraction.661

Then the intersection and union of any two h-invariant subsets R1 and R2 of variables assign-662

ments of type V → dom(S) is h-invariant.663

Proof This follows from the algebraic characterization Lemma 38 for invariance, in664

combination with the algebraic properties of composition and decomposition given in665

Lemmas 24, 37, and 44.666

Lemma 46 Concretization γh commutes with projection.. h ◦−πx(R) = πx(h ◦−R).667

Proof For all σ : V → dom(∆) we have h ◦−πx(σ) = h ◦−σ|V\{x} = (h ◦−σ)|V\{x} =668

πx(h ◦−σ).669

Proposition 47 Invariance is preserved by conjunction, disjunction, and quantifica-670

tion. If h is a surjective abstraction then the class of h-invariant FO-formulas is closed under671

conjunction, disjunction, and existential quantification.672
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Proof Let h : S→ ∆ be a Σ-abstraction.673

Case of conjunction: Let φ1 and φ2 be h-invariant and V = fv(φ1 ∧ φ2). By Lemma 42 the
sets solS

V(φ1) and solS
V(φ2) are both h-invariant, and so by Lemma 45 is their intersection.

Hence:

h ◦−(h ◦ solS(φ1 ∧ φ2))
= h ◦−(h ◦ (solS

V(φ1) ∩ solS
V(φ2)))

⊆ solS
V(φ1) ∩ solS

V(φ2) by h-invariance and Lemma 38
= solS(φ1 ∧ φ2)

By Lemma 38 in the other direction, this implies that φ1 ∧ φ2 is h-invariant.674

Case of disjunction: Analogous to the case of conjunction.675

Case of existential quantification:

h ◦−(h ◦ solS(∃x.φ1))
= h ◦−(h ◦ πx(solS(φ1))) by Lemma 11
= h ◦−(πx(h ◦ solS(φ1))) by Lemma 26
= πx(h ◦−(h ◦ solS(φ1))) by Lemma 46
⊆ πx(solS(φ1)) by h-invariance of φ1 and Lemma 38
= solS(∃x.φ1) by Lemma 11

By Lemma 38, this implies that ∃x.φ1 is h-invariant.676

We do not known whether negation preserves h-invariance in general, but for finite677

∆ it can be shown that if φ is h-exact and h-invariant, then ¬φ is h-exact and h-invariant678

too.679

Proposition 48. Let h be a surjective Σ-abstraction. Then the class of h-exact and h-invariant680

Σ-formulas is closed under conjunction, disjunction and existential quantification.681

Proof Closure under conjunction follows from Propositions 43 and 47, closure under682

disjunction from Propositions 25 and 47, and closure under existential quantification by683

Propositions 27 and 47.684

Theorem 4 hB-invariance and hB-exactness of polynomial equations. Any positive685

polynomial equation p ◦= 0 such that p has no constant term is hB-exact and hB-invariant.686

Proof Consider a positive polynomial equation p ◦= 0 such that p has no constant term687

and only positive coefficients. Thus p has the form ∑l
j=1 nj ∏

ij
k=1 x

mj,k
j,k

◦
= 0 where l ≥ 0,688

and nj, ij, mj,k > 0.689

Claim 49. For both algebras S ∈ {B,R+}: solS(p ◦= 0) = solS(
∧l

j=1
∨ij

k=1 xj,k
◦
= 0).690

The polynomial has values zero if and only if all its monomials do, that is: ∏
ij
k=1 x

mjk
j,k =691

0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l. Since constant terms are ruled out, we have ij 6= 0. Furthermore, we692

assumed for all polynomials that mj,k 6= 0. So for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l there must exist 1 ≤ k ≤ ij693

such that xj,k = 0.694

Claim 50. The equation x ◦= 0 is hB-exact and hB-invariant.695

This proof of this claim is straightforward from the definitions.696

With these two claims we are now in the position to prove the Theorem 4. Since the
class of hB-exact and hB-invariant formulas is closed under conjunction and disjunction

by Proposition 48, it follows from by Claim 50 that ∧l
j=1 ∨

ij
k=1 xj,k

◦
= 0 is both hB-exact
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and hB-invariant. Since this formula is equivalent over R+ to the polynomial equation
by Claim 49, the hB-invariance carries over to p ◦= 0. The hB-exactness also carries over
based on the equivalence for both structures R+ and B:

hB ◦ solR+(p ◦= 0) = hB ◦ solR+
V (∧l

j=1 ∨
ij
k=1 xj,k

◦
= 0) by Claim 49 for R+

= solB(∧l
j=1 ∨

ij
k=1 xj,k

◦
= 0) by hB exactness

= solB(p ◦= 0) by Claim 49 for B.
697

8. hB-Exact Rewriting of hB-Mixed Systems698

In this section, we lift our main result to hB-mixed system, presenting a rewrite699

algorithm that makes any hB-mixed system hB-exact.700

Definition 51. A hB-mixed system is a formula in FΣbool
of the form ∃z. φ ∧ φ′ where φ is a701

system of linear Σbool-equations and φ′ a hB-invariant and hB-exact first-order formula.702

Note that linear equation systems Ay ◦
= 0, with A an integer matrix and y a703

sequence of pairwise distinct variables, need not to be hB-exact, if A is not positive.704

However, as shown by the elementary mode rewriting Corollary 21 any linear equation705

systems is R+-equivalent to some quasi-positive strongly-triangular linear system, that706

is hB-exact by Theorem 3.707

Our next objective is to rewrite formulas in order to reduce the overapproximation708

coming with the abstract interpretation over the Booleans by John’s theorem. The idea is709

to make a linear equation system hB-exact that are used as subformulas as for instance710

of hB-mixed systems.711

We recall from Corollary 21 that the elementary mode rewriting emr(φ) of a linear
equation system is an hB-exact formula that is R+-equivalent to φ. We now introduce the
boolean rewriting by lifting the elementary mode rewriting to a richer class of formulas.
Given a vector z ∈ V∗, a linear equation system φ ∈ FΣbool

, and a formula φ′ ∈ FΣbool
,

the boolean rewriting is defined by:

br(∃z. (φ ∧ φ′)) =def ∃z. (emr(φ) ∧ φ′)

The boolean rewriting may indeed reduce the overapproximation coming with abstract712

interpretation of formulas over the booleans, as show by the following proposition.713

Proposition 52. hB ◦ solR+(ψ) ⊆ solB(br(ψ)) ⊆ solB(ψ).714

Proof Let φ be a linear equation system, z ∈ V∗, φ′ ∈ FΣbool
and ψ =def ∃z.φ ∧ φ′.

Since φ is R+-equivalent to emr(φ), it follows that br(ψ) is R+-equivalent to ψ. Hence,
solR+(ψ) = solR+(br(ψ)) so that:

hB ◦ solR+(ψ) = hB ◦ solR+(br(ψ))

By John’s theorem, we have:

hB ◦ solR+(br(ψ)) ⊆ solB(br(ψ))

Furthermore, by hB-exactness, R+-equivalence, and again John’s theorem, we have:

solB(emr(φ)) = hB ◦ solR+(emr(φ)) = hB ◦ solR+(φ) ⊆ solB(φ)

Therefore, it follows that:
solB(br(ψ)) ⊆ solB(ψ)
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In combination this yields the inclusions of the proposition.715

Theorem 5 (Main). For any hB-mixed system ψ ∈ FΣ the boolean rewriting br(ψ) is hB-exact,716

R+-equivalent to ψ, and can be computed in at most exponential time.717

Proof Let ψ be a hB-mixed system ∃x. (φ ∧ φ′). where φ is a linear equation system718

and φ′ a first-order formula that is hB-exact and hB-invariant. Based on the elementary719

modes rewriting Corollary 21, the linear equation system φ can be transformed in at720

most exponential time to the form emr(ψ) = ∃z.φ′′ where φ′′ is a quasi-positive strongly-721

triangular system of linear equations. Such polynomial equation systems are hB-exact722

by Theorem 3, and so is φ′′. The Invariance Proposition 43 shows that the conjunction723

φ′′ ∧ φ′ is hB-exact too, since φ′ was assumed to be hB-exact and hB-invariant. The724

hB-exactness is preserved by existential quantification by Proposition 27, so the formula725

br(ψ) = ∃x. emr(φ) ∧ φ′ is hB-exact too.726

Corollary 53. The hB-abstraction of the R+-solution set of a hB-mixed system φ, that is727

hB ◦ solR+(φ), can be computed in at most exponential time in the size of the system φ.728

Proof Given a hB-mixed system φ, we can apply Theorem 5 to compute in at most729

exponential time a R+-equivalent formula φ′′ that is hB-exact. It is then sufficient to730

compute solB(φ′′) in exponential time in the size of φ. This can be done in the naive731

manner, that is by evaluating the formula φ′′ – which may be of exponential size – over732

all possible boolean variable assignments – of which there may be exponentially many.733

For each assignment the evaluation can be done in PSPACE and thus in exponential734

time. The overall time required is thus a product of two exponentials, which remains735

exponential.736

The algorithm from the proof Corollary 53 can be improved so that it becomes737

sufficiently efficient for practical use. For this the two steps with exponential worst case738

complexity must be made polynomial for the particular instances. First note that the739

computation of the elementary modes (Corollary 21) is known to be computationally740

feasible. Various algorithms for this purpose were implemented [15,23–25] and applied741

successfully to problems in systems biology [13]. The second exponential step concerns742

the enumeration of all boolean variable assignments. This enumeration may be avoided743

by using constraint programming techniques for computing the solution set solB(φ′′).744

For those hB-mixed systems for which both steps can be done in polynomial time, we745

can compute the boolean abstraction of the R+-solution set in polynomial time too. The746

practical feasibility of this approach was demonstrated recently at an application to747

knockout prediction in systems biology [6], where previously only over-approximations748

could be computed.749

9. Computing Sign Abstractions750

We next show how to compute the sign abstraction hS ◦ solR(φ) for systems φ of751

linear Σbool-equations. In order to apply hB-exact rewriting, we will decompose the sign752

abstraction into the boolean abstraction and functions definable in first-order logic.753

9.1. Decomposition754

We can decompose any real number r ∈ R into a pair of two positive numbers
dec(r) ∈ R2

+ – negative and the positive part – as follows:

dec(r) =def

{
(0, r) if r ≥ 0
(−r, 0) if r ≤ 0
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The image of this sujective function is {0} × R+) ∪ (R+ × {0}, so it has an inverse
dec-1 : ({0} ×R+) ∪ (R+ × {0})→ R, which satisfies for all pairs (r1, r2) in the domain:

dec-1(r1, r2) = r2 −R r1

Furthermore, recall that h2
B : R2

+ → B2 satisfies h2
B(r1, r2) = (hB(r1), hB(r2)).755

Lemma 54 Decomposition. hS = dec-1 ◦ h2
B ◦ dec756

Proof If r is negative then dec-1(h2
B(dec(r))) = dec-1(h2

B((−r, 0))) = dec-1((hB(−r), 0))757

= −hB(−r) = hS(r). Otherwise if r is positive then dec-1(h2
B(dec(r))) = dec-1(h2

B((0, r)))758

= dec-1((0, hB(r)) = hB(r) = hS(r).759

9.2. Positivity760

We will show in a first step that first-order formulas over the reals can be rewritten,761

such that interpretation over the positive reals is enough.762

We call a formula φ ∈ FΣbool
flat if all equations contained in φ have the form763

x ◦
= x1 + x2, x ◦

= x1 ∗ x2, x ◦
= 0, or x ◦

= 1 for some variables x, x1, x2. Note that764

any formula φ ∈ FΣbool
can be converted to an equivalent flat formula in linear time765

by introducing fresh existentially quantified variables, so that we can assume flatness766

without loss of generality.767

We fix two generators of fresh variable ν	, ν⊕ : V → V . For any x ∈ V , the intention
is that ν⊕(x) stands for the positive part of x and ν	(x) for its negative part. We will
preserve the invariants x = ν⊕(x)− ν	(x) and ν⊕(x) ∗ ν	(x) = 0. Furthermore, we
define ν : V → V2 such that for all x ∈ V :

ν(x) =def (ν	(x), ν⊕(x))

For any flat formula φ ∈ FΣ(V) we define a formula decν(φ) ∈ FΣ(ν	(V) ∪ ν⊕(V))
with the variables ν	(x) and ν⊕(x) instead of x for all x ∈ V. Otherwise the formula
d̃ecν(φ) has the same meaning as over the reals than φ.

d̃ecν(φ) = decν(φ) ∧
∧

x∈V
ν⊕(x) ∗ ν	(x) ◦= 0

where

decν(x ◦= x1 + x2) = decν(x ◦= x1 ∗ x2) =

ν⊕(x) + ν	(x1) + ν	(x2)
◦
= ν⊕(x) + ν⊕(x1) ∗ ν	(x2) + ν	(x1) ∗ ν⊕(x2)

◦
=

ν	(x) + ν⊕(x1) + ν⊕(x2) ν	(x) + ν⊕(x1) ∗ ν⊕(x2) + ν	(x1) ∗ ν	(x2)

decν(x ◦= 0) = ν⊕(x) ◦= ν	(x) decν(x ◦= 1) = ν⊕(x) ◦= ν	(x) + 1
decν(∃x.φ) = ∃ν	(x).∃ν⊕(x). decν(φ ∧ φ′) = decν(φ) ∧ decν(φ′)

ν⊕(x) ∗ ν	(x) ◦= 0∧ decν(φ) decν(¬φ) = ¬decν(φ)

Note that the definition in the case of addition, the definition relies on that subtraction768

−R in the structure of reals is the inverse of addition +R. The expressions that are to be769

subtracted on one side of the equation are added to the other side instead. This is also770

used in the case of multiplication, in combination with the distributivity law for addition771

+R and multiplication ∗R. Furthermore, d̃ecν(φ) belongs to FΣbool
(ν	(V) ∪ ν	(V)) and772

can be computed in linear time from φ.773

Proposition 55 Positivity. For any flat formula φ ∈ FΣbool
(V):

dec ◦ solRV(φ) = {σ2 ◦ ν|V | σ ∈ solR+(d̃ecν(φ))}
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Proof By induction on the structure of φ. In the first case of reals, can use that −R is the774

inverse of +R and that the distributivity laws holds for +R and ∗R.775

Lemma 56. For any flat linear equation system φ the formula d̃ecν(φ) is a hB-mixed system.776

Proof If φ is a flat linear system, then decν(φ) is a linear system, so that d̃ecν(φ) is a777

hB-mixed system.778

9.3. Computing Sign Abstractions779

We now have developed all the prerequisite for computing the sign abstraction of780

linear equation systems by using hB-exact boolean rewriting of hB-mixed systems.781

Theorem 6. For any linear equation system φ ∈ FΣbool
(V) the formula br(d̃ecν(φ)) can be

computed in at most exponential time and satisfies:

hS ◦ solRV(φ) = {[y/τ(ν⊕(y))−R τ(ν	(y)) | y ∈ V] | τ ∈ solB(br(d̃ecν(φ)))}

Proof Let φ ∈ FΣbool
(V) be a system of linear equations. Without loss of generality, we

can assume that φ is flat. Let: φ̃ =def d̃ecν(φ). The formula φ̃ is a hB-mixed system by
Lemma 56 with fv(φ̃) = ν	(V)∪ ν⊕(V) so that we can apply the Main Theorem 5 to it. It
shows that boolean rewriting br(φ̃) is an R+-equivalent formula in FΣ(ν⊕(V) ∪ ν	(V))
that is hB-exact and can be computed in at most exponential time. We can now conclude
as follows:

hS ◦ solRV(φ)
= dec-1 ◦ h2

B ◦ dec ◦ solRV(φ) Decomposition Lemma 54
= dec-1 ◦ h2

B ◦ {σ2 ◦ ν|V | σ ∈ solR+(φ̃)} Positivity Proposition 55
= dec-1 ◦ h2

B ◦ {σ2 ◦ ν|V | σ ∈ solR+(br(φ̃)} R+-equivalence of φ̃ and br(φ̃)
= {dec-1 ◦ τ2 ◦ ν|V | τ ∈ solB(br(φ̃))} hB-exactness of br(φ̃)
= {[y/τ(ν⊕(y))−R τ(ν	(y)) | y ∈ V] definition of dec-1

| τ ∈ solB(br(φ̃))}
782

The sign abstraction of a system φ of Σbool-equations with free variables in V = fv(φ)783

can thus be computed by first computing the hB-exact formula br(φ̃) ∈ FΣ(ν⊕(V) ∪784

ν	(V)) from Theorem 6 by applying the Positivity Proposition 55 and the Main Theorem785

5, then computing solB(br(φ̃)) by finite domain constraint programming, and finally786

inferring hS ◦ solR(φ) thereof based on the equation of Theorem 6.787

Corollary 57. The sign abstraction hS ◦ solRV(φ) can be computed in at most single exponential788

time in the size of φ.789

Proof The formula br(φ̃) is of exponential size but contains only twice as many variables790

than φ. Let n = |fv(φ)|. We can the compute hS ◦ solRV(φ) by testing 62n variable791

assignments for membership to solR(br(φ̃)). Each such test is linear in the size of br(φ̃)792

and thus in O(2m) where m is the size of φ. So the overall time is in O(62n2m) and since793

n ≤ m in O(63m).794

We finally show that the same algorithm as for computing the sign abstraction for795

linear equation systems can be lifted to a richer class of formulas to obtain another and796

possibly more precise overapproximation of the sign abstraction than John’s.797
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de f I ( a : f l o a t , s : f l o a t ) :
i f a < 0 : r a i s e Va l u eE r r o r ( ' Th i s shou ld neve r happen ' )
i f s > a :

r e t u r n 0
e l s e :

r e t u r n s * f ( a ) + I ( a = s , s )

Figure 6. Python function approximating the integral
∫ a

0 f(x)dx for a given function f : R→ R.

Proposition 58. Let ψ = ∃z. φ ∧ φ′ in FΣbool
(V) for some linear equation system φ and

formula φ′ ∈ FΣbool
. The formula br(d̃ecν(ψ)) then yields an overapproximation of the sign

abstraction of φ:

hS ◦ solRV(ψ) ⊆ {[y/τ(ν⊕(y))−R τ(ν	(y)) | y ∈ V] | τ ∈ solB(br(d̃ecν(ψ)))}

Proof Along the lines of the proof of Theorem except that br(d̃ecν(ψ)) is not hB-exact.798

Therefore, the equality where the hB-exactness was used must be weakened to an799

inclusion.800

10. Application to Program Analysis801

We illustrate our results by applying the sign abstraction for program analysis802

based on abstract interpretation. We consider the Python implementation in Fig. 6 of803

the function I : R2 → R. A call I(a, s) supposedly computes the approximation of804

the integral
∫ a

0 f(x)dx with step width s for some total function f : R → R. Abstract805

interpretation allows us to find out the conditions that must hold on the input parameters806

for I((a : f loat, s : f loat) to work properly, and in particular to avoid exception throwing.807

808

We can first interpret numeric programs abstractly as a formula of first-order logic
with signature Σarith. We illustrate this in an ad hoc manner on the integral example I:

φI =def

∃retf∃retI∃result.
(a < 0 ⇐⇒ raise_exception ◦

= 1) ∧
((s > a∧ do_recursion ◦

= 0∧ result ◦= 0) ∨
(¬(s > a) ∧ do_recursion ◦

= 1 ∧ arec
◦
= a− s ∧ srec

◦
= s∧

result ◦= s · retf + retI))

The variables a and s are the formal parameters in the definition of I(a : f loat, s :809

f loat). The others are fresh variables introduced to handle exceptions or function810

calls: the boolean flag raise_exception represents exception throwing, the boolean flag811

do_recursion has a true value only when a recursive call is made to I with actual parame-812

ters represented by the variables arec, srec and return value represented by retI, while retf813

is the variable for the return value of the call to the function f. The final return value of814

I is represented by the variable result. In what follows, we are not interested in the signs815

of the last three variables, so we quantify them existentially.816

The sign behaviour of function I is given by the formula’s sign abstraction hS ◦817

solR(φI). Given that φI is not hB-mixed system, we cannot apply the algorithm from818

Theorem 6 directly to compute this sign abstraction. Nevertheless, it will be beneficial as819

we will illustrate below.820

By John’s theorem, the sign abstraction hS ◦ solR(φI) can be overapproximated821

by the abstract interpretation solS(φI). Since S is a finite structure, this abstract inter-822

pretation can be computed by finite domain constraint programming. For this, we823

implemented a solver for first-order formulas over the structure S with Minizinc [16].824

When applied to φI it returns the set of abstract solutions solS(φI) given in Table 1. This825

set contains the 6 unjustified abstract solutions 2, 4, 10, 13, 15, 18 outside hS ◦ solR(φI).826
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# raise_exception do_recursion a s arec srec
1. 0 0 0 1 -1 1
2. 0 0 1 1 0 1
3. 0 0 1 1 -1 1
4. 0 0 1 1 1 1
5. 0 1 0 0 0 0
6. 0 1 1 0 1 0
7. 0 1 0 -1 1 -1
8. 0 1 1 1 0 1
9. 0 1 1 -1 1 -1
10. 0 1 1 1 -1 1

# raise_exception do_recursion a s arec srec
11. 0 1 1 1 1 1
12. 1 0 -1 0 -1 0
13. 1 0 -1 -1 0 -1
14. 1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1
15. 1 0 -1 -1 1 -1
16. 1 0 -1 1 -1 1
17. 1 1 -1 -1 0 -1
18. 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
19. 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1

Table 1: The set of abstract solutions in solS(φI). The 6 solutions with gray background
color are unjustified since outside hS ◦ solR(φI).

I
S(1,1)

I
S(1,0)

I
S(1,-1)

I
S(0,0)I

S(0,-1)

I
S(-1,1)

I
S(-1,0)

I
S(-1,-1)

EXCEPT

I
S(0,1)

Figure 7. Sign call graph of the function I in Fig. 6 created from the sets of abstract solutions
in Table 1. The solid lines correspond to abstract solutions in hS ◦ solR(φI) while dashed lines
correspond to unjustified abstract solutions in solS(φI). For example, IS(1,−1) represents the
assignment [a/1, s/− 1], that is the signs of a and s in calls I(a : f loat, s : f loat) where a > 0 and
s < 0. Light blue edges may be removed by improving φI so that solutions 17, 18, 19 become
impossible. The computation may terminate without raising an exception in the nodes surrounded
by a double circle.

In the table they are distinguished by gray background color. We also note that the last827

three solutions 17, 18, 19 could be ruled out when using a more precise abstract program828

interpretation, taking into account that no recursive call is possible when an exception is829

thrown.830

The sets of abstract solutions provide information on possible sign of values of the831

parameters in a call I(a : f loat, s : f loat). For example, solution 1 in Table 1 states that832

when called with values of signs [a/0, s/1] the function I will not raise an exceptions nor833

make a recursive call. Solution 8 states that when called with values of signs [a/1, s/1]834

function I may go into recursion with signs [arec/0, srec/1] without raising an exception.835

Any set of abstract solutions defines an abstract call graph. The abstract call graphs836

of solS(φI) and hS ◦ solR(φI) from Table 1 are given in Fig. 7. Solution 1 in Table 1837

implies a solid edge from the node I
S(1, 1) to the node I

S(0, 1). The edge is solid since838

solution 1 is justified. Edges induced by unjustified solutions are dashed. The unjustified839

solution 10 for instance induces the dashed edge from I
S(1, 1) to I

S(1,−1). It should be840

noticed that solutions with do_recursion = 0 and raise_exception = 0 do not induce any841

edge. Instead, they show that the computation may stop, producing final nodes that842

are surrounded by a double circle. The final nodes are I
S(1, 1) and I

S(0, 1). Note that843

for all non-final nodes, either an exception is raised or the computation loops endlessly.844

Solutions with raise_exception = 1 induce an edge to the EXCEPT node.845
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Given that only 2 unjustified solutions with do_recursion = 0 and raise_exception = 0846

(10 and 18), there are only 2 dashed edges in the graph. Furthermore, the edges induced847

by the last three solutions 17, 18, 19 are drawn in blue, since these could be removed848

with a more precise abstract program interpretation than φI.849

The sign analysis without the unjustified dashed edges yields the following result:850

the program in state I
S(1, 1), where a > 0 and s > 0 may either terminate, loop851

indefinitely, or go to state I
S(0, 1) and terminate there immediately. With the unjustified852

dashed edges, however, it wrongly seems possible that the program may also raise an853

exception by passing through I
S(−1, 1). This overapproximation would be particularly854

unfortunate since state I
S(1, 1) is the only useful state to call I.855

We next show how to remove the unjustified solutions by applying the overapprox-
mation algorithm for the sign abstraction from Proposition 58, that lifts the algorithm
for exact sign abstraction from Theorem 6 to a richer class of formulas. The idea is to
split the formula φI into its linear part and the rest. Before doing so, we preprocess the
inequation s > a: We introduce a fresh variable signvar, add the equation s− a ◦= signvar,
and rewrite s > a to signvar > 0. The linear part of φI then becomes:

s− a ◦= signvar∧ arec
◦
= a− s∧ srec

◦
= s

We can then rewrite the linear part into the signature Σbool by moving the negative parts
positively onto the other side. This yields the following linear equation system:

s ◦= signvar + a∧ arec + s ◦= a∧ srec
◦
= s

The remainder of φI can be rewritten as follows:

((a < 0∧ raise_exception > 0) ∨ (a ≥ 0∧ raise_exception ◦
= 0))

∧((signvar > 0∧ do_recursion ◦
= 0∧ result ◦= 0)∨

(signvar ≤ 0∧ do_recursion > 0∧ result ◦= s ∗ retf + retI))

It is not clear whether the conjunction of both parts is a hB-mixed system, since it is not856

clear how to show the hB-invariance of the equation result ◦= s ∗ retf + retI. Still we can857

apply the overapproximation algorithm of the sign abstraction from Proposition 58. It858

indeed improves on John’s approximation, ruling out both unjustified solutions. The859

details are worked out in Appendix 11.860

In the general case, linear equation systems are not enough, in which case our861

algorithm from Theorem 6 for computing sign abstractions cannot be applied. But862

then we can still apply the overapproximation algorithm from Proposition 58 which863

rewrites a linear part of the formula exactly. As illustrated by the present example, this864

overapproximation is often way more precise than John’s.865

11. Example for the Overapproximation of the Sign Abstraction866

We reconsider conjunction of the linear part obtained and the rest of φI, that is
φlin
I
∧ φrest

I
where:

φlin
I

=def


s ◦= signvar + a

∧ arec + s ◦= a
∧ srec

◦
= s

φrest
I

=def


( (a < 0∧ raise_exception > 0)
∨ (a ≥ 0∧ raise_exception ◦

= 0))
∧ ( (signvar > 0∧ do_recursion ◦

= 0∧ result ◦= 0)
∨ (signvar ≤ 0∧ do_recursion > 0∧ result ◦= s ∗ retf + retI))
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The decomposition of the linear subsystem decν(φlin
I
) for interpretation over B as

defined in Section 9 is obtained by splitting each variable x into two fresh variables
ν⊕(x) and ν	(x) representing its positive and negative part:

decν(φ
lin
I ) =


ν⊕(s) + ν	(a) + ν	(signvar) ◦= ν	(s) + ν⊕(a) + ν⊕(signvar)

∧ ν⊕(arec) + ν	(a) + ν⊕(s)
◦
= ν	(arec) + ν⊕(a) + ν	(s)

∧ ν⊕(srec) + ν	(s)
◦
= ν	(srec) + ν⊕(s)

The additional constraints on the decomposition variables are:

ν⊕(s) ∗ ν	(s)
◦
= 0

∧ ν⊕(a) ∗ ν	(a)
◦
= 0

∧ ν⊕(signvar) ∗ ν	(signvar) ◦= 0
∧ ν⊕(arec) ∗ ν	(arec)

◦
= 0

∧ ν⊕(srec) ∗ ν	(srec)
◦
= 0

∧ ν⊕(result) ∗ ν	(result) ◦= 0
∧ ν⊕(retI) ∗ ν	(retI)

◦
= 0

∧ ν⊕(retf) ∗ ν	(retf)
◦
= 0

The elementary mode rewriting emr(decν(φlin
I
)) is the following R+-equivalent867

hB-exact Σbool-formula obtained via Corollary 21:868

∃x0 . . . ∃x10.
∧ ν	(a)

◦
= x10 + x8 + x9

∧ ν⊕(a)
◦
= x10 + x6 + x7

∧ ν	(arec)
◦
= x4 + x5 + x9

∧ ν⊕(arec)
◦
= x3 + x5 + x7

∧ ν	(signvar) ◦= x2 + x3 + x7

∧ ν⊕(signvar) ◦= x2 + x4 + x9

∧ ν	(s)
◦
= x1 + x3 + x8

∧ ν⊕(s)
◦
= x1 + x4 + x6

∧ ν	(srec)
◦
= x0 + x3 + x8

∧ ν⊕(srec)
◦
= x0 + x4 + x6

The nonlinear remainder also needs to be rewritten with the decomposition vari-869

ables for interpretation over B. The formula below is decν(φlin
I
) except that we simplified870

the rewriting of inequations a bit.871

( (¬ν	(a)
◦
= 0∧ ¬ν⊕(raise_exception) ◦= 0)

∨ (ν	(a)
◦
= 0∧ ν	(raise_exception) ◦= 0∧ ν⊕(raise_exception) ◦= 0))

∧ ( (¬ν⊕(signvar) ◦= 0∧ ν	(do_recursion) ◦= 0∧ ν⊕(do_recursion) ◦= 0
∧ ν	(result) ◦= 0∧ ν⊕(result) ◦= 0)

∨ (ν⊕(signvar) ◦= 0∧ ¬ν⊕(do_recursion) ◦= 0
∧ ν⊕(result) + ν	(s) ∗ ν⊕(retf) + ν⊕(s) ∗ ν	(retf) + ν	(retI))
◦
= ν	(result) + ν⊕(s) ∗ ν⊕(retf) + ν	(s) ∗ ν	(retf) + ν⊕(retI)))
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For any solution τ of the conjunction of the above three blocks of formulas over
the algebra of booleans B we then obtain an assignment σ ∈ hS ◦ solR(φI) according to
Theorem 6:

σ(s) = τ(ν⊕(s))−R τ(ν	(s))
σ(a) = τ(ν⊕(a))−R τ(ν	(a))
σ(signvar) = τ(ν⊕(signvar))−R τ(ν	(signvar))
σ(arec) = τ(ν⊕(arec))−R τ(ν	(arec))
σ(srec) = τ(ν⊕(srec))−R τ(ν	(srec))
σ(result) = τ(ν⊕(result))−R τ(ν	(result))
σ(retf) = τ(ν⊕(retf))−R τ(ν	(retf))
σ(retI) = τ(ν⊕(retI))−R τ(ν	(retI))

872

12. Conclusion and Future Work873

We have shown that any hB-mixed system can be rewritten into an hB-exact formula,874

by computing the elementary modes of the linear subsystem. In previous work hB-exact875

rewriting hB-mixed systems was applied to compute difference abstractions exactly. In876

the present paper, we have show that hB-exact rewriting can also be used to compute877

sign-abstractions exactly.878

We have illustrated the usefulness of the computation of sign abstraction for linear879

formulas for the sign analysis of function programs. Using John’s overapproximation is880

often not good enough for such applications, since the relationships between the signs881

of different variables are quickly lost. We have seen that elementary mode rewriting882

yields better a better approximation of the sign abstraction even for nonlinear equation883

systems, that may preserve these relationships.884

The time for computing abstractions exactly strongly depends on the time needed885

to compute the elementary modes. Some experiments were reported in [6] in the case of886

the difference abstraction. There, one has to compute the elementary modes for a linear887

equation system that contains two copies of the linear equation system given with the888

input. The copying doubles the size and may increase the time for the computation of889

the elementary modes seriously. In the application of difference abstraction to change890

prediction of reaction networks, we observed cases where John’s overapproximation891

of the difference abstraction could be computed in circa 10 minutes, while the exact892

computation required circa 10 hours.893

In the future, it would we of interest to find heuristics for approximating abstrac-894

tions of linear equation systems that reduce the computation time of the exact algorithm895

while improving John’s overapproximation in precision. In the case of difference abstrac-896

tions, the minimal support heuristics was proposed for this purpose [6]. In the example897

mentioned above, this heuristics could be computed in circa 10 minutes, like John’s898

overapproximation, while yielding the exact result. In general, however, the minimal899

support heuristics is not exact.900

Another interesting question for future work is how to compute more quantitative901

abstractions exactly, as for instance with intervals. In this case however the structure of902

abstract values is infinite, therefore finite domain constraint programming is no longer903

sufficient to compute the set of abstract solutions.904
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Appendix A905

Appendix A.1906

The system of linear Σbool-equations decν(φlin
I
) corresponds to the following linear

integer matrix equation:

 1 −1 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 0 0
−1 1 1 −1 0 0 1 −1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1





ν	(a)
ν⊕(a)
ν	(arec)
ν⊕(arec)
ν	(signvar)
ν⊕(signvar)
ν	(s)
ν⊕(s)
ν	(srec)
ν⊕(srec)



◦
=



0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0


The elementary mode rewriting emr(decν(φlin

I
)) corresponds to the linear integer

matrix equation :



0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0





x0
x1
x10
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9



◦
=



ν	(a)
ν⊕(a)
ν	(arec)
ν⊕(arec)
ν	(signvar)
ν⊕(signvar)
ν	(s)
ν⊕(s)
ν	(srec)
ν⊕(srec)
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